Committers Call 2012-04-16

Participants
Moderator: Naomi
Notetaker: Adam W.
Simon (Hull)
Molly (UVa)
Ben Armintor (Columbia)
Mike Stroming (NWU)
Dan Brubaker Horst (Notre Dame)
Matt (Mediashef)
Banu (Notre Dame)

Agenda and Notes

1. Call for agenda items:
   • none
2. Next call:
   • next week
   • moderator: Mike K.
   • notetaker: Mike S.
3. Hydra-Head 4 release (Justin)
   • some install problems, should post-pone until next week when Justin is back from vacation
   • Notre-Dame issues are probably due to retrofitting existing HH app
   • Mike K: Has AF 4 been released yet? Matt: No, not yet, but should happen very soon
4. Hydra should adopt the search_field select box (e.g. All Fields, Title, Author...) that Blacklight uses or put the :qf up into the default_document_solr_params (not in the add_search_field blocks*). (Justin)
   • postpone until Justin gets back
5. JettyWrapper pull request from Renzo
   • Naomi will talk to Chris Beer about getting this merged in
6. Documentation progress report (Naomi)
   • Basic README and How to Install will stay, but a lot will get pulled out. Other pages from DuraSpace will get migrated to the GitHub Wiki.
   • Architecture diagrams will go up on DuraSpace Wiki
7. Very near term work
   • nothing to report
8. JIRA:
   a. Unassigned Version tickets no more – let's assign versions to 5 of them this call:
      i. https://jira.duraspace.org/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project%3D+HYDRA+AND+resolution%3DUnresolved+AND+fixVersion+is+EMPTY+ORDER+BY+updated+DESC%2C+priority+DE
   b. Jira Weekly Round up from Sprint for Mar 19 (today):
      i. https://jira.duraspace.org/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=fixVersion%3D+22weekly+sprint+for+Apr+16+2012%22+AND+project%3D+HYDRA